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ABSTRACT 

The Einstein-Podolslty-Rosen effect arises in particle physics when pairs of neutral 
K, Do t B mesonB are created in a definite quantum state, and the decays of the two 
mesons are correlated. Choosing the decay node to be detected for one of the two 
mesons creates a "polarized beam" on the other side which has interesting and useful 
properties. Applications to investigations ai CP violation are discussed. 



1. INTRODUCTION 
The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen effect was originally proposed as a paradox testing 

the foundations of quantum theory. It has now been confirmed experimentally and is 
used in particle physics, where a pair of particles can be created in a definite quantum 
state, move apart, and decay when they are widely separated. The EPR correlations 
between the different decay modes of the two particles must be taken into account in 
interpreting any experiment, and can give information today about questions at the 
frontier of particle physics. 

We first review the classic EPR effect when two particles produced in a definite 
quantum state move apart and then undergo separate measurements. Consider two spin-
1/2 particles produced with momenta denoted by - i t and ft, with their spins antiparallel 
with respect to the z-axis and coupled to either (S = 0; Si = 0) or (S = 1; Si = 0), in 
states denoted by | </>_) and | 1/4-) respectively, 

I *.) = i/vS{|T,i)- II,T)} = i/v5{|-»,«->- I*-,-)} (la) 

1 v+) = i/v^{|T,i>+ U, T» = i/V5{|-,-»)+ !«-,«->} (10) 

where IT, 1) and |—• ,•—) denote the states where the particle with momentum — k has 
its spin "up" and the particle with momentum k has its spin "down" with respect to 
the z and x axes respectively, and similarly for the other states. 

When the spin of one of the particles is measured, the wave function (1) "collapses" 
leaving only the term with the measured spin in its measured state. Thus 

'Lj.t I*-> = (i/V5) iT.l) (2a) 

/»_£T txfr+) = (i/V5)|T,l> (2*) 

P-i,.. IV--) - (1 /V5i | - . , - ) (2c) 

•P_j,^l^+> = ( i /v /5)H,-) (2<f) 
where P_gx denotes the projection operator which collapses the wave function when 

the spin of the particle with momentum —i is found to be in the state X. 
This exhibits the classic EPR phenomenon. When the particle with momentum —if 

is measured to have spin up with respect to the z axis, the other particle must have spin 
down with respect to the z axis, but when the particle with momentum — k is measured 
to have spin up with respect to the x axis, the other particle must have spin down with 
respect to the x axis if the initial state is the singlet spin state and must have spin up if 
it is a triplet spin state. We thus see that if we are repeating this procedure with many 
particles, we are creating a polarized beam of_partic]es with momentum it by making a 
measurement on particles with momentum — Jt far away. 



That the polarization axis for the beam with momentum k depends upon the choice 
of the polarization axis made for a measurement far away is the essential paradox with 
has caused much thought and debate. However, the effect can also be seen from a 
different point of view as a method for producing a polarized beam with the particles 
in a particular state chosen by another measurement. This method is not practical for 
ordinary spin-1/2 particles where there are much better methods for producing polarized 
beams. In particle physics, this method is relevant and useful, but the "spin" used is 
not ordinary spin but some kind of formal analog, like isospin, and the direct analogs 
of eqs. (2) exist. 

The particle physics applications to be discussed here are conveniently described 
in a "quasispin" formulation [1] where charge conjugate neutral meson pairs like K" 
- K", D° - D" and B° - B" are classified in quasispin doublets and called "spin up" 
and uspin down" with respect to an axis which we will define as the z-axis. They are 
the eigeustates of the z-component of the quasispin, which we denote by gr, with the 
eigenvalues ±1 /2 . When a meson pair is produced in the decay of a neutral meson state 
with definite quantum numbers, the initial pair state will be flavor neutral; i.e. it will 
have one meson with q. = 1/2 and one with qz = —1/2. The total quasispin denoted 
by Q is the sum of the two quasispins and can be either one or zero, with Qz = 0. Now 
that we have defined the z axis in quasispin space, and are interested in states with 
(Q = 0; Qz = 0) or (Q = 1; Q2 = 0), we can apply eqs. (1-2) directly to the two-meson 
system with spin replaced by quasispin. 

The generalized Pauli principle requires these states of two spinless bosons in the 
same quasispin doublet to have the same permutation symmetry in space and quasispin 
and therefore to be Q — 1 or Q = 0 if the spatial permutation symmetry is respec
tively even or odd. Since the two mesons are spinless charge conjugates, the si-vies 
denoted by il>+ and ij>- which have respectively even and odd spatial symmetry also 
have even and odd angular momentum and parity and are respectively even and odd 
under charge conjugation. Thus the subscript in our notation 4>± is just the parity and 
charge conjugation eigenvalue for the state. 
II. THE POLARIZER-ANALYZER EXPERIMENTS 

The measurement of the polarization state of a meson in quasispin space is achieved 
by observing its decay. The observation of the decay of a meson with momentum —it in a 
two-meson state described by a wave function of the form (1) collapses the wave function 
with a projection operator P_r x where the state X is determined by the particular 
decay mode observed, thus producing a polarized beam in quasispin space via EPR. An 
experiment in which decays of both mesons are measured is equivalent to an experiment 
with two polarization detectors, one on each beam, which might be considered as a 
"polarizer" which determines the polarization of the beam with momentum it and an 
"analyzer" which is sensitive to the direction of the beam polarization. 

An example of the use of this effect is a proposed experiment in which a pair of 
neutral kaons is produced in a p-wave froci the decay of the t/> vector meson which has 
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J = 1 and odd parity [2]. The generalized Pauli principle then requires the two-meson 
state to have Q = 0 and be described by eq. ( la ) which has the same form no matter 
which direction is chosen for the quantization axis in quasispin apace. Let us describe 
this experiment in a basis denoted by {Kj^\ Kg} defined in terms of the {A'°; A""} basis 
by the relations 

| A - A > = a | A " , > - r / 3 | A > 0 > (3a) 

\KB) = 0\K°)-a\ K°) (36) 

where a and (3 satisfy the relations 

| « | 2 + | / ? | 2 = 1 (3c) 

{TT+TT- I T | KA) = a( jr+ir- | T \ K°) + 0(n+ n~ | T | K°) = 0 (3d) 

In this basis the it+ir~ decay mode is decoupled from the state K&. Thus if a 
kaon with momentum —k is observed to decay into ir+7r~ at a time denoted by i j the 
decaying kaon must have been in the state KB- The remaining kaon with momentum 
k must then be in the state K& at time t\. We can thus create a beam of kaons which 
are in the state Kj\ at time t\ and which cannot also decay into ir+ir~ at this time. 

An open question of crucial i-nportance for particle physics is the relation between 
the charged and neutral pionic decays of the neutral kaons; i.e. whether the 7r°7r° decay 
is also forbidden for the state K&. The rate of the KA —* ^°^° decay is expressed in 
the standard notation of CP phenomenology by a parameter called e7 which vanishes if 
this decay is forbidden and for which definite values are predicted by different theoret
ical models. Finding the value of e' has challenged experimentalists for over 25 years, 
ever since the discovery of CP violation, but with little success because experimental 
measurements are difficult. Kaon beams are generally mixtures of K& and KQ whose 
exact nature is not easily determined. The best value is still statistically consistent both 
with zero and with nonzero predictions from leading models. The EPR effect with <f> 
decay provides a method for producing a beam which is a pure Kj\ beam at definite 
well-known time and whose decay into 7r°7r° gives a direct measurement of e' [2]. So far 
this experiment has not been performed because of the difficulty of obtaining a suffi
ciently large number of ^ mesons. The proposal has recently been revived [1,3,4] with 
the suggestion of building a "<j> factory" to obtain the necessary statistics. 

The basis {K^;KQ} defines the direction of an axis in quasispin space chosen by 
the 7r+7r- decay mode. Similarly each decay mode defines an axis in quasispin space 
and the observation of this decay of the kaon with momentum — k in a state described by 
eqs. (1) collapses the wave function and produces a beam with momentum k polarized 
along this axis. A measurement of two decays thus measures the angle in quasispin 
space between the axes chosen by the two decay modes. It is like an experiment with 
a beam passing through a polarizer and an analyzer, where the intensity depends upon 
the angle between their axes. 
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In the case of the ir+ir~ and it"*' decays, the angle between the two axes determines 
the parameter e*. We see here that a similar parameter can be denned for any pair of 
decay modes. 
III. THE QUASI-MAGNETIC FIELD AND TIME DEPENDENCE 

We now introduce a new ingredient not normally present in the classic EPR ex
periment; namely an interaction which removes the degeneracy of the two quasispin 
states. The strong and electromagnetic interactions conserve quasispin and leave the 
two members of the fundamental quasispin doublet stable and degenerate. The weak 
interactions break the stability and degeneracy. The two states now decay and also 
have a mass splitting analogous to the splitting of the two states of an ordinary spin 
doublet produced by an external magnetic field. It can be shown on general grounds 
that CPT invariance requires the direction of the "quasi-magnetic field" producing the 
mass splitting to be normal to the z axis [1]. The result is a flavor oscillation, since a 
meson produced in a flavor eigenstate like K°, K", D°, D", B° or 5" is in an eigenstate 
of qz and its quasispin will precess around the field. 

For the B-meson case, the lifetimes of the two eigenstates are very nearly equal 
and the difference can be neglected. In this approximation the time evolution matrix 
factorizes into a single exponential decay factor and a matrix describing real quasispin 
rotations about an axis in the direction of the quasi-magnetic field. We can define the x 
direction in quasispin space to be the direction of the quasimagnetic field. In that case 
the states denoted by (—», *—) are eigenstates of the mass-splitting interaction which 
decay in time without mixing. This simplification does not hold in the kaon case, where 
the weak interaction also produces a lifetime difference between the two eigenstates of 
the interaction, the interaction matrix is not hernutean in the 2 x 2 quasispin space and 
the time evolution is described as a complex transformation with no uniquely defined 
rotation axis. We do not consider this case here. 

We now present a detailed description of flavor oscillations in an experiment where 
a measurement is made on the meson with — if at a time t\ and a measurement is made 
on the meson with k at a time t2. The quasispins of the two mesons then precess around 
the x-axis for the times t\ and it respectively. In the (—•, •—) basis, where the quasispins 
are oriented parallel or antiparallel to the field, the only effect of the interaction is to 
multiply the wave function by a phase factor proportional to t\ ± *2, w ' th the relative 
sign depending upon whether the quasispins 9xe parallel or antiparallel to one another 
and an overall sign depending upon the direction relative to the field. With this time 
dependence the wave functions (1) can be generalized to 

| </>-;*!,tj) = l/V5{e-'*" ,<'>-''>''2 | - , - ) _e<Am(«,-i,)/2 ! _ , _ ) } ( 4 o ) 

where Am denotes the mass splitting between the two eigenstates. 
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We immediately obtain the interesting result that any experiment which begins 
with a state | 0±) depends on the times t\ and ti only via the combination t\ ±<2- The 
implications for future experiments are discussed below. 
IV. THE EPR EFFECT AND CP VIOLATION 

One of the principal interests in B physics at present is to investigate the question 
of CP violation, which still remains to be understood 25 years after its discovery. If 
CP is conserved, then the eigenstates of the interaction matrix which are denned to be 
eigenstates of qx are also CP eigenstates. In that case, a meson in an eigenstate of qx 

and CP will not decay to a final state which is a CP eigenstate with the opposite CP 
eigenvalue. 

The first and so far still the only evidence for CP violation after 25 years is in the 
decay of neutral kaons in the n — n mode which is an eigenstate of CP. If CP were 
conserved, the two eigenstates of the interaction matrix would be CP eigenstates with 
opposite eigenvalues, and only one would be allowed to decay into TT — jr. The state 
which we have called K& and which does not decay to 7r+7r_ would be an eigenstate of 
CP with the opposite eigenvalue and also an eigenstate of the interaction matrix and 
of the quasispin operator qx. The observation that both eigenstates of the interaction 
matrix decay into 7T~*"jr~ provided direct evidence for CP violation. This is expressed 
in the quasjspin notation by noting that the state KA is not an eigenstate of qx but 
defines a different direction in quasispin space. 

In the kaon system, the two eigenstates of the interaction matrix are easily separated 
experimentally because of the large difference in their lifetimes. Thus the observation 
of rr — 7r decays from both the long-lived and short-lived eigenstates was clear evidence 
for CP violation. In the B-meson system the separation of the interaction eigenstates 
is not feasible because the lifetimes are nearly equal, and it is necessary to study the 
flavor oscillations in detail to obtain useful information. 

In a typical experiment proposed for tests of CP [5], the B meson pair is produced 
in a machine called a B-factory in a state desribed either by eq. (4a) or (4b). One 
meson is then detected in a decay mode into a CP eigenstate and the other is detected 
by observing decays allowed only for the flavor eigenstates qt = ±1 /2 . An asymmetry 
between the number of events observed with the opposite flavor eigenvalues measures 
CP violation. 

Here again CPT invariance restricts the axis defined by an interaction; namely the 
axis defined by decays into CP eigenstates, to be normal to the z axis and therefore 
in the x — y plane. Let us define an angle $i as the angle between the i-axis and 
the axis determined by a given decay mode with a CP eigenstate denoted by i, like 
7r+7r~, 7r0ir0 or i/iKs- Then the parameter sinff,- measures the amount of CP violation 
in this particular decay. Whether the values of 0; are the same or different for different 
decay modes remains to be determined from experiment, and provides a test for different 
models, analogous to the determination of the parameter e' in kaon decay, which vanishes 
if S{ defined in this way is the same for the JT+TT- and ir°irc decay modes. 
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We can now describe the result of such a CP experiment by using the quasispin 
algebra and the wave functions (4). The measurement of the decay into a CP eigenstate 
at a time t] for the meson with momentum — k collapses the wave function by projection 
on an axis in the x — y plane at an angle 0,-; i.e. 

P_%. = {1 - crx(-k)cos8i - ffy(-k)sm8i}/2 (5a) 

where a(±k) denote the Pauli spin matrices acting in the quasispin space for the beam 
at ±k. The "analyzer" which measures the difference between decays^allowed only for 
the flavor eigenstates qz = ± 1 / 2 on the polarized beam produced at k is expressed by 
the expectation value of <Tz(k). The CP-violation asymmetry is then given by 

ACp(i) = <V>±;<i ±*21 P-sti
ff*&) 1 tf±;<i ±<2> (5fc) 

Substituting eqs. (4) and (5a) into eq. (5b) gives 

ACp{i) - sin0fsin{Am(ti ± t2)} (6) 

where we have noted that the diagonal matrix elements of crz(k) vanish in the —*,«— ba
sis, only the cross terms survive and only the term proportional to ay in (5a) contributes 
to cross terms. 

The result (6) has very interesting experimental implications. The simplest and 
easiest production mechanism for neutral B-meson pairs is by electron-positron annihi
lation at the mass of the vector meson T(4S) jusi above the B pair production threshold 
which decays almost entirely into B pairs almost at rest. Since these low momentiun 
mesons traverse only a tiny distance which cannot be measured before they decay no 
information on the times t\ and t*i is available in such an experiment and only the 
time integral of the asymmetry (6) can be measured. But the T(45) has odd angular 
momentum and odd C.It decays into B pairs in the state $-, for which the asymmetry 
(6) is an odd function of t\ — t2- The asymmetry thus cancels out in any experiment 
which averages over times and weights the two times t\ and t2 symmetrically. Thus the 
simplest experiment which observes the asymmetry (6) by producing the T(4S) at rest 
will have the effect washed out by the unavoidable time integration. 

Two approaches to this problem have been suggested, both requiring considerable 
experimental effort and expense. One is to produce the T(45) in flight in the laboratory, 
so that the B-mesons will be moving with high velocity and traverse measurable dis
tances before decay. This can be achieved by building an "asymmetric positron-electron 
collider" in which the electron and positron beams have unequal energies. Note that 
in such an experiment, it is difficult to measure the times t\ and t2 individually, since 
the point at which the neutral T(4S) decays into two neutral B mesons is not easily 
detected. However, eq. (6) shows that all that is needed here is the difference t\ — t2 

which is detectable if both decay vertices can be seen and resolved. 
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The other approach is to create the state ti<+ by producing the B-mcson pair to
gether with a photon by electron-positron annihilation via a virtual photon. Bofh the 
virtual and the observed real photon are odd under C, thus producing a B pair with even 
C. This is most easily achieved by producing the B* vector meson which decays into 
a B meson and a monoenergetic photon which is easily detected. There are proposals 
for experiments in which a B* — B pair is produced in an electron-positron collider at 
a higher energy than the T(45). 

At present there are many discussions and proposals for building B factories of 
one sort or another to study CP violation. Whichever machines are built, the EPR. 
effect will play an important role in the design, understanding and interpretation of 
the experiments. It is a great pleasure to present this discussion of the role of EPR in 
particle physics today on the occasion of the 80th birthday of Nathan Rosen. 
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